Historian Ideas

During the next year, you may collect some of the following items:

- Newspaper Articles/Photos – not including monthly meeting articles or reporter’s feature stories
- Pictures from club meetings
- Pictures of ceremonies (elections, new members, etc.)
- Pictures of special events (4-H Sunday, Community Service Projects, Parent’s Night, Junior Officer Night, Christmas Party, Swim Party, etc.)
- Pictures of project meetings
- Programs from special events (Achievement Celebration, 4-H Sunday program, Fashion Revue, etc.)

Below you may write some of your ideas of what can be showcased in the Historian’s Book each month.

October: ____________________________________________________________

November: _________________________________________________________

December: _________________________________________________________

January: __________________________________________________________

February: __________________________________________________________

March: ____________________________________________________________

April: _____________________________________________________________

May: ______________________________________________________________

June: ______________________________________________________________

July: ______________________________________________________________

August: ____________________________________________________________

September: _________________________________________________________